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ABSTRACT

A large body of educational research has been keen to the processes and outcomes of learning. Usually, 
clinical interviews, self-report measures or behavioral assessment procedures have been the most fre-
quently used techniques to assess cognitive activities during learning. Equally, such approaches often 
suffer from validity issues. The eye-tracking methodology can be used to overcome some limitations in 
the study of cogni-tive processes linked to learning and performance. Therefore, this chapter aims to 
show how eye movement studies can be used to link ocular metrics to learning processes (e.g. language 
acquisition, reading, memory). The authors cover a topic that ranges from the paradigm shift in the 
theories of learning, through eye movement applications and measures, to the contribution of eye track-
ing methodology to investigate learning pro-cesses in educational settings.

INTRODUCTION

The maintenance of the human species can be explained in terms of an adequate relation between vision, 
perception and action (Rosa, Esteves, & Arriaga, 2012; 2014). Vision is by far the most important sensory 
channel (Rosa, 2015). Even before the use of writing and more recently the event of modern technologies, 
the primary role of vision has been to provide the information needed to carry out everyday life tasks 
(Rosa, Esteves, & Arriaga, 2015). In turn, perception allows the awareness of environmental elements 
through physical sensation. And finally, the guidance of action allow us to actively and consciously act 
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in the execution of the activities required for our survival. (Rosa et al., 2012; Rosa, Gamito, Oliveira, & 
Morais, 2011). Any kind of action, from the simplest to more complex ones, requires the cooperation of 
several brain systems, each of which with a different role in the execution of the action. (Esteves & Rosa, 
in press; LeDoux, 2000). It is true for the act of finding something to drink when we are thirsty ad we 
need to look for a cup in order to accomplish the action. To achieve all that we need to recruit our gaze 
control systems (Hoffman, 1998). But, is also true when someone needs something about a topic and 
look at a specific book that contains the answer to his/her question. The ocular scanning of the visual 
scene is an important selective process in visual perception (Banović, Rosa, & Gamito, 2014; Ferreira, 
Rita, Morais, Rosa, Gamito, Santos, Soares & Sottomayor, 2011, Rosa, Esteves & Arriaga, 2010; Rosa, 
Gamito, Oliveira, Morais, Pavlovic, & Smyth, 2015). Therefore, recording and analyzing eye movement 
data from our participants provide us an excellent on-line indication of the cognitive processes underly-
ing visual search and reading (Rosa, 2015).

Most recently, neuroscience perspectives on human learning have drawn increasing interest among 
researchers in education. The neuroscientific research on visual processing has made significant gains 
recently, and the use of eye-tracking technology has been particularly effective in providing empirical 
evidence of how visual information processing, mediated by visual processing center of the brain, re-
lated to learning (e.g., Gamito & Rosa, 2014; Gastgeb, Wilkinson, Minshew, & Strauss, 2011; Jarodzka, 
Scheiter, Gerjets, & Van Gog, 2010).

A significant body of educational research have been devoted to the processes and outcomes of learning 
(e.g., Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982; Schnotz, Vosniadou, & Carretero, 1999). Convention-
ally, self-report measures and interview procedure based on the think-aloud protocol has been the most 
important and frequently used techniques to probe cognitive activities during learning (LeCompte & 
Preissle, 1993; Mintzes, Wandersee, & Novak, 1999). Nonetheless, these approaches often suffers from 
validity issues (Schwarz, 1999). For this reason, educational researchers are seeking various research 
methods developed in different academic domains hoping explaining the process of learning from dif-
ferent viewpoints (Anderson, 2007; 2014). Among various techniques, the eye tracking methodology, 
which has been intensively used by psychologists to study basic cognitive processes during reading and 
other types of information processing (Rayner, 1998, 2009), has just started to attract attention from 
educators in recent years. This methodology is valuable due to its capacity to recode online cognitive 
activities, and therefore, it is certainly a promising tool for tracking the cognitive process of learning.

This chapter aims to show a set of relevant studies that have been conducted in this research domain 
by explaining the intimacy between movements and learning processes.

BACKGROUND

Learning and Cognitive Development

Historically, we have come from a behaviorism that highlights observable behaviors to cognitive/construc-
tive perspectives that strengthens the impact of cognitive processes in learning behavior. Since Piaget 
(1936) and Vygotsky (1978) theoretical learning models underpinning that cognitive development endures 
active changes in cognitive structures. Based on such early cognitive psychology viewpoint, learning is 
thought to bring about cognitive development (Ginsburg & Opper, 1988; Phillips & Soltis, 2009). This 
landmark is further strengthened by several neurocognitive studies showing the flexibility of the human 
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